Abstract. The ScanTab system represents a knowledge-based approach to table recognition in scanned documents. In contrast to most systems which recognize tables by grouping layout information, our system uses predefined information about which table types may appear in the documents. This enables a very accurate detection able to cope with distorted tables and tables providing little layout information, e.g., no lines, bad alignment, or few rows. 
Introduction
Nowadays, document analysis systems cover all kinds of documents, e.g., business letters, books, technical reports, or bank cheques. In all these documents, special treatment is required for recognizing tables and forms because of their specific structure. Meanwhile, form recognition has become tractable and a lot of approaches capture the fix layout conventions of a form sheet automatically. However, table recognition has different characteristics and is harder to solve. The appearance of a table can vary in different ways, e.g., concerning labels above or beneath a table, nested tables, lines, number of entries. This paper describes an approach dealing with the analysis of German business letters. In this domain, tables appear quite often to structure offers and orders of goods or services. Some examples can be seen in Figurel.
Fig 1. Some exemplary documents containing tables
Our tables are characterized by the following features (revealed by a statistic carried out on 61 documents):
• Most tables have column descriptors (91%).
• Lines are not mandatory (vertical lines 35%, horizontal lines for each row 18%, horizontal lines to separate table header and table entries 56%).
• Most tables contain up to six columns (68%) and are small (37% with one table entry, only 17% more than six entries).
• Cell boundaries are violated (41%) and tables contain text which does not belong to the table (42%).
Because of these bad characteristics, we have chosen a knowledge-based approach to table recognition. That means, we require a certain amount of information about the tables in the domain in advance. By this, we are able to reach high precision and recall values despite the bad table quality. Our ScanTab system is equipped with a graphical user interface which enables work in two modes: During reference table specification, the user specifies table  details which are necessary to enter the current table as new table model [4] to read more about bottom-up approaches.
The scenario of the work of Shamilian et al [5] is similar to our system. Their "retargetable table reader" recognizes known predefined table styles. A graphical user  interface supports the definition of table styles. It consists of selecting the region of  the table, determining field boundaries, and assigning several information to the fields such as name, and so on. After this, documents containing tables in a known layout are analyzed by several steps, namely background suppression, elimination of line-art ,  table location, table record 
Processing Model
This chapter provides an overview on the table analysis procedure. As shown in Figure 2 , all documents (already scanned with 300 dpi) are processed by three steps. Text Recognition: In the text recognition step, the results of two commercial OCR tools are combined by a voting component which provides a higher accuracy. Subsequently, dictionary look-up returns valid word hypotheses based on the weighted edit distance. The dictionary used contains special keywords typically found in table headers. Identification of specific content information (numbers of a fixed format, dates, and prices) is performed by employing finite-state-automata. For more information about structure analysis and text recognition please refer to Baumann et al [6] . . This information is also used to create rows. Together with the column borders, they result in the cells of the table. Finally, the contents of the corresponding cells are assigned to their logical objects.
A necessary precondition for our recognition algorithm is a knowledge base of documents containing the same table structures as the documents which are analyzed later-on. For entering a document in this knowledge base, its table header must be localized and column information (e.g. positions of column borders) must be entered.
Detecting Table Headers
The detection of the table header is necessary for table cell generation and reference  table construction . It is divided in several steps: After reducing the search area and rotating words, a starting point (called pivot-element) for the table header is determined. This starting point is horizontally expanded to establish table boundaries.
Pre-processing
After the dictionary look-up in the text recognition step is finished, all words are divided into two groups: keywords and other words. Keywords are words contained in the dictionary of known table headers and located within a certain search area. In fact, one can expect different information in special regions of the document, e.g. sender at the top and banking arrangements at the bottom (this is typical for German business letters). Thus, the number of words investigated can be reduced by applying thresholds. Furthermore, pre-processing corrects inclinations by rotating all words within the search area.
Detection Algorithm
In our domain, table headers consist of a maximum of three text lines. In fact, they often contain only one line. This observation is crucial for the detection algorithm.
The detection starts with the determination of a so-called pivot element. Every keyword is supposed to be the pivot element of a table header, provided it has a minimum number of characters. The pivot element sets the maximum expansion of the table header upwards and downwards (calculated from the left top corner respectively the right bottom corner of the pivot element). All other keywords lying in the area calculated are also members of this potential The next part aims at localizing horizontal lines which are members of the final table header. There are either no lines, one or two lines (one or none above and one or none below the header). Lines are used to verify the final boundaries of the header. Therefore, the search area of the pivot element is enlarged which is done separately for the area above and below the pivot element. The algorithm looks sequentially at all lines of the document. It finishes as soon as a line of a certain minimum length is lying in the enlarged area.
If the algorithm is not able to find an upper or lower line for setting table boundaries, the appropriate area (above and below the pivot element) is treated by a different procedure. Therefore, all keywords of the area are counted. If the number of keywords is less then a certain threshold value, all words in this area are removed. So the final size of a table header is between one and three lines. The threshold value guarantees that the words in the area analyzed really belong to the table header. The more keywords exist, the more likely this will be.
Final Processing
In case the detection algorithm has been successfully completed, word positions are used by a transformation step to generate rows and columns. The final size of the table header is calculated with help of word boundaries and then adjusted by the upper and lower lines. If the table header's width is too small (related to the width of the document), table header detection has failed. Figure 3 shows an example of a successfully detected table header.
Reference Table Construction
The construction of a reference Figure 3 . 4. For each column, the user can specify the orientation of the column entries (left/ right/ none). Moreover, one can specify entries belonging to a certain word class by using regular expressions. This enables the lexical preprocessing to detect and mark such expressions. 5. The user specifies details for the generation of table cells: Each column can be labeled as top-separator, bottom-separator, or repeater. A top-separator is a column in which each line entry marks the beginning of a new table cell (typically for running numbers). A bottom-separator is a column in which each line entry marks the end of a table cell (prices). A repeater column does not contain an entry in each cell. In this case, the intended meaning of the cell is a repetition of the value of the next cell up (dates). 6. Finally, this specification is saved. Figure 4 shows a screenshot where all details have been specified. The left window reveals the column boundaries and the right window displays more detailed information. Manual effort for the construction of a reference table takes about 3 minutes. The following subsections describe the corresponding algorithms in more detail.
Fig. 3. Screenshot of a detected table header

Table Recognition
Recognition Algorithm
The table header of an unknown table is sequentially compared with all available table headers of the knowledge base. For a final assignment of a reference table, the hereby determined best similarity must be higher than a certain threshold value. The comparison of two table headers consists of five phases, whereas phase one and phase two only provide yes/no answers which decide on the execution of phase three, four, and five. As a result of that the search area is considerably reduced to speed up the overall procedure. The final result of the recognition procedure is an assignment to a reference table. In order to determine the shift between both headers all word pairs detected are investigated. By calculating an average value out of the distances between the word pairs the influence of some deviating values is decreased. At the end of this phase, TH 1 and TH 2 contain only keywords appearing in both headers.
(3) Distance check:
For each word in the headers TH 1 and TH 2 the distance to all other words of the same header is determined. This produces a kind of distance network for the keywords. Next, a counter registers all distances in TH 1 which differ too strongly from the corresponding distances in TH 2 . The degree of similarity results from the relation between the final counter value and the overall number of comparisons (used for standardization).
(4) Pattern matching: Goal of this phase is to check the remaining words in H 1 and H 2 (remember phase two) which could not be assigned to a word pair. The following procedure is executed for each word in H 1 with all words in H 2 . The check of a pair is done by comparing 1. the similarity of the horizontal and vertical size proportions of the word segments 2. the distances of the word out of H 1 to all keywords in TH 1 with the distances of the word out of H 2 to all other words in TH 2 .
The average value of the size and distance correspondence delivers the similarity of both words. If the best similarity exceeds a certain threshold, the comparison was successful and the words are removed from H 1 and H 2 . In case H 1 and H 2 are finally empty, the degree of similarity is set to one. Otherwise, the number of unreferenced words is determined for every table column and weighted according to its share in the total quantity of contained words. The sum of all weights related to the number of words (before execution of phase four) in the bigger one of the two headers H 1 and H 2 supplies the similarity degree.
(5) Calculation of the total similarity: In case all previous phases have been finished, the total similarity of the two headers is calculated on the basis of the similarity values gained in phase three and four. This is done by weighting them differently: 
Note that in the formula the number of words of H 1 and H 2 is calculated before execution of phase four.
Generating Table Cells
Reference table information can be used in the following way for cell generation:
• Shift between both 
Determination of special columns:
In phase one, the special patterns are assigned to those columns with a particular type (separator and repeater). All remaining special patterns are treated as normal words. Since it must be expected that some of the coordinates of the column positions are slightly inaccurate, patterns are also accepted if they start or end outside the column borders (only within a certain tolerance).
Filtering of the special columns: Now all special columns are filtered:
1. For each pattern in a column it is counted how many other patterns of this column start (left aligned) respectively end (right aligned) at the same position as the pattern itself (including a certain tolerance once more). The pattern with the highest counter sets the so-called alignment point. 2. All pattern of the column with a different alignment point (again in the tolerance range) are removed. 3. Normal words with the same alignment point -lying in the tolerance range -which fit into the column are included in the column.
Creation of row lines:
Row line creation is done on the basis of the special columns. In order to determine whether a row line starts or ends a table entry, special columns of the type separator are divided in two classes: The first class contains columns where data are at the beginning of an entry while the second class contains data at the end of an entry. A filter unites all lines with a distance less than a certain number of pixels. It is important that both sorts of row lines are filtered separately, because the distance between lines which start an entry and lines which end an entry is normally very small. Of course, if there is only one column with starting lines (resp. ending lines), the filtering is omitted. Note that there is also a tolerance range for the dimensions of the table cells. To conclude, Figure 5 shows the result after a complete table analysis.
Results
Up to now, our system has been used on a comparatively small set of 99 documents collected at the purchasing department of the University of Kaiserslautern. However, the system's processing steps were determined by testing it on a much larger set but we did not measure the behavior in figures. The set of 99 business letters was divided into three different document clusters:
• 24 documents were used to build up the knowledge base with reference tables (training set) • 44 documents served as test set for the full analysis process (test set)
• 31 documents were the basis for a special test of the table header detection (without the table recognition) under aggravated circumstances, i.e., we have chosen documents with a high error rate regarding to segmentation and/or character recognition (special set) Table 1 presents the evaluation results of tests with the test set and the special set in terms of recall and precision. 
Conclusion
We have proposed a system for extracting information of tabular structures. It is especially tailored for tables with little layout conventions and tables containing text not belonging to the table and violating the table layout. To reach a high accuracy, our system is based on the assignment of predefined reference tables to new unknown tables. Moreover, the definition of reference tables allows to integrate information extraction from tabular structures into an extraction procedure for the whole document by assigning semantic labels to columns.
In our opinion, our approach seems very promising. 
